BIGGA Appoints New CEO

Jim Croxton has been appointed as BIGGA’s Chief Executive Officer, following a thorough and searching recruitment process. Jim comes to BIGGA from the PGA, where he served most recently as Sponsorship Manager, having previously held the posts of Regional Secretary of the PGA North Region and National Tournament Director.

BIGGA Chairman Andrew Mellon said, “On behalf of the BIGGA Board of Management and our members I am delighted to announce the appointment of Jim Croxton as our new CEO. He is a confident, energetic and determined golf industry professional, with a track record of driving and implementing commercial and operational strategies, delivering successful and financially secure events and leading and motivating teams of staff.

Jim has more than 12 years of experience of senior roles within the golf industry. The PGA, a volunteer committee-led member’s Association, is integral to our success as a sport and one of the great interest over the past 18 months and is a key part of the Board of Management and the excellent team at BIGGA HOUSE to continue the work of the Association. The work of BIGGA members is fundamental to the future health of the game of golf and I am committed that Jim will build on the foundations that we have laid and continue to develop the future of our sport.”
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Jim Croxton has been appointed as BIGGA’s Chief Executive Officer, following a thorough and searching recruitment process.

Bayer Appointment

Claire Mathewson has joined the Bayer Environmental Science Professional team as Product Manager. Claire will be responsible for all marketing and portfolio decisions relating to the Turf and Amenity and Professional Pest Control businesses for UK and Ireland.

The Queen’s Award is the 26th to be won by the JCB Group since the first one was granted in 1969 – a record for a UK company.

West Malling GC Owner Drives New Half a Million Toro Deal

West Malling Golf Club, in Kent, has recently signed a £500,000 deal with Toro turf maintenance machinery distributor Lely UK.

We chose Toro because we wanted a fleet that does a great job, plus I’m pleased that they look the part and suit the overall image of the club, which is important to me as its owner,” said Mike Ellis.

Key pieces of Toro equipment that the club has invested in include six Greensmaster 1000-Ds and two Reelmaster 5510-D mowers."
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BIGGA Chairman Andrew Mellon said, “On behalf of the BIGGA Board of Management and our members I am delighted to announce the appointment of Jim Croxton as our new CEO. He is a confident, energetic and determined golf industry professional, with a track record of driving and implementing commercial and operational strategies, delivering successful and financially secure events and leading and motivating teams of staff.

He has more than 12 years of experience of senior roles within the PGA, a volunteer committee-led members’ Association.”

Jim said, “I am proud and delighted to be appointed to this role and am looking forward immensely to working with the Board of Management and the excellent team of BIGGA HOUSE to continue the work of the Association. The work of BIGGA members is fundamental to the future health of the game of golf and I am committed that BIGGA’s ambitions to raise the profile of this vital work are worthy and achievable.

“At the same time I am sad to leave the PGA as I have thoroughly enjoyed the privilege of 16 years’ employment with them but am heartened by the fact that the two organisations enjoy a close relationship, so our paths will hopefully continue to cross.”

Jim was born in July, 1972, and is a BSc Honours graduate of Leeds University. An active golfer for over 20 years, playing off 6, he also represented Northamtonshire at Junior level. He regularly participates in several sports including 5-a-side football, golf, tennis and skiing; and is a keen spectator of most sports, particularly football and rugby union. He lives near Macclesfield with his partner, Caroline, and children, Samuel and Megan.

Change at Avoncrop

Avoncrop Amenity Products has announced that they are to restructure their business by the middle of June and will operate solely from their recently acquired site in Winkfield, near Windsor.

“We decided that now was the time to restructure our business as the lease for our Sunningdale, North Somerset site comes up for renewal. We also believe that basing our business in one location means we can benefit from great cost efficiencies and give our customers a consistent level of service,” said Managing Director, Rob Feltman.

The head office and business operation will now be performed from the Winkfield site, including sales, technical support, distribution and finance. The technical field staff will not change and will be business as usual.

“We recognise the importance of ensuring our customers are serviced in the best way possible, by optimising our operations in one location, we believe we can focus on offering quality products, competitive prices and service to those we do business with as a priority sector,” said Director, Johanna McCloskey.

New Sanli Man

Sanli UK, has strengthened its national sales team with the appointment of Russell Kelly as Area Sales Manager for the South of England and parts of East Anglia. Russell takes over an area looked after previously by Claire Morris who, in her new role as the company’s General Manager, is working with and supporting Mark Osbourne in his dual capacity as Managing Director of Sanli UK Ltd and Director of European Operations, China Engine Group, Fujian Sanli Engine Co Ltd.

Russell joins Sanli UK from well-known garden machinery dealer, Tylers Ltd of Uckfield, East Sussex, where he had been for the past 15 years, initially as Sales Manager and latterly as Sales Director. Prior to that, Russell was a Regional Sales Manager with Arco Qualcast.

“I have watched Sanli’s progress with great interest over the past 18 months and am delighted to be joining a company that is the first subsidiary of a Chinese outdoor power equipment manufacturer to be established in Britain,” commented Russell.

Bayer Appointment

Claire Mathers has joined the Bayer Environmental Science Professional team as Product Manager. Claire will be responsible for all marketing and portfolio decisions relating to the Turf and Amenity and Professional Pest Control business for UK and Ireland. A main part of her role will be managing key brands like Chimpro green® Merlin®, Dedicate®, Scoparo, Merit®, Turl, Longbow®, Fendona®, Final® and CDA Vantage®.

“JCB TorqueLock is just one innovation among many that we’ve produced with our customers’ needs in mind and I’m delighted for the whole team at JCB that its development has been recognised with a Queen’s Award.”

West Malling GC Owner Drives New Half a Million Toro Deal

West Malling Golf Club, in Kent, has recently signed a £500,000 deal with Toro turf maintenance machinery distributor Lely UK. The club, which has two 18-hole courses, has been kitted out with over 30 brand new Toro machines.

“The Queen’s Award is the highest honours in the UK – a Queen’s Award. The Queen’s Award for Innovation has been handed to JCB for developing a product called TorqueLock, which is fitted to the company’s biggest selling product, the backhoe loader.

The Queen’s Award is the 26th to be won by the JCB Group since the first one was granted in 1969 – a record for a UK company.

JCB Chairman Sir Anthony Bamford said: “JCB TorqueLock is just one innovation among many that we’ve produced with our customers’ needs in mind and I’m delighted for the whole team at JCB that its development has been recognised with a Queen’s Award.”

West Malling GC owner, Mike Ellis, said: “We chose Toro because we wanted a fleet that does a great job, plus I’m pleased that they look the part and suit the overall image of the club, which is important to me as its owner,” said Mike Ellis.

Key pieces of Toro equipment that the club has invested in include six Greensmaster 1050-D and two Reelmaster 5510-D mowers, a ProPass 200 topdresser, a MultiPro 700-D spreader, five Workman MD utility vehicles and a ProCore 648 aerator.

West Malling GC, in Kent, has recently signed a £500,000 deal with Toro turf maintenance machinery distributor Lely UK. The club, which has two 18-hole courses, has been kitted out with over 30 brand new Toro machines.
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West Malling GC, in Kent, has recently signed a £500,000 deal with Toro turf maintenance machinery distributor Lely UK. The club, which has two 18-hole courses, has been kitted out with over 30 brand new Toro machines.
Tim Hands Over The Reins
At TGA’s Spring Meeting
Incumbent Chairman of the Turfgrass Growers Association, Tim Fell, was praised for steering the TGA through a challenging two years as he handed the reins over to fellow grower Hugh Dempsey at the Association’s spring members meeting in Southport.

Hugh drew applause from the 60 members gathered at the Ramada Plaza Hotel as he described the achievements Tim had contributed to during tough trading conditions, including the inclusion of TGA member-grown turf in the pitch-holding contracts for the 2012 Olympic Games and the successful negotiation of a discretionary 28 day exemption for newly laid turf in the event of drought orders being imposed.

He presented his predecessor with an engraved decanter and some fly fishing vouchers to mark his term in office.

The next time the turf growers will convene will be at the TGA’s Spring Meeting in Southport, was praised for steering the TGA through a challenging two years as he handed the reins over to fellow grower Hugh Dampney at Fell, was praised for steering the TGA through a challenging two years as he handed the reins over to fellow grower Hugh Dempsey at the Ramada Plaza Hotel as he described the achievements Tim had contributed to during tough trading conditions, including the inclusion of TGA member-grown turf in the pitch-holding contracts for the 2012 Olympic Games and the successful negotiation of a discretionary 28 day exemption for newly laid turf in the event of drought orders being imposed. He presented his predecessor with an engraved decanter and some fly fishing vouchers to mark his term in office.

Farewell to BIGGA’s Membership Man
BIGGA’s Membership Assistant Brad Anderson has left the Association to manage a pub in Harrogate.

Brad, who joined the Association from school as one of the Reception Staff over 10 years ago will be managing the Coach and Horses pub in the town.

Brad’s membership role will be covered by existing staff for the time being.

Greencast Site Gets Makeover
There’s a new look to the Syngenta GreenCast website, with improvements to make it faster and easier to find all the essential knowledge for more proactive turf management.

GreenCast is the most comprehensive website for weather forecasting, disease risk prediction, turf management information and turf specific application advice, according to Syngenta GreenCast Project Manager, Karen Roberts.

“It remains completely free for all turf managers, agronomists and students. They just have to register once, to gain full access to all the resources and knowledge.”

She also highlights site features that include Weather Radar Information, so users can track weather fronts moving across the country and foresee potential issues: “Used in conjunction with the Syngenta Spray Windows Forecast, greenkeepers and turf managers can plan spraying opportunities and programme work schedules.

“It’s part of our ongoing commitment to provide the most useful information for turf managers in a quick and convenient format.”

GreenCast is also available as a mobile website, enabling greenkeepers, turf managers and agronomists to have instant access to practical information whilst out on the course or pitch, direct to their iPhone, BlackBerry or mobile phone.

Key features on the new look website include:
• Five-day local and national disease & weather forecasting – proven by course managers to be more accurate than other turf-focused weather providers
• Unique forecast of key turf disease risks – proven to aid more effective proactive decision making
• Valuable five-day spray window forecast – enabling better work scheduling and optimum spray timing
• Essential Integrated Turf Management advice from STRI and Syngenta technical specialists
• Full product information and advice to help achieve the best possible results
• Application advice to get sprays on target
• The latest news, innovation and technical updates for more effective turf management
• Entirely free access for turf managers, agronomists and students

For further info, visit www.greencast.co.uk

John Steps into Retirement
BIGGA Headquarters’ staff were on hand to pay tribute to retiring Chief Executive John Pemberton last month and presented him with gifts bought from donations gathered from staff, Paul Chairman and others keen to pay tribute to his 18 year contribution to BIGGA.

John was given a book containing pictures from all aspects of his BIGGA life over the years and a driving experience where he will get behind the wheel of a number of performance cars including an Aston Martin and a Ferrari.

BIGGA’s spring members meeting will be held on June 28 and 29. Further details on www.turfshow.co.uk.

Groundsman of the Year Awards announced by football league
The winners of the 2011 Groundsman of the Year awards for the npower Football League have been announced.

After a season when extreme weather pushed pitches to their limits, the efforts of ground staff across the country have been recognised.

Ewan Hunter, of Nottingham Forest, has been named winner of the npower Championship accolade, with Burnley’s, Paul Bradshaw, and Gary Kemp, of Norwich City, both highly commended.

Caroline United’s, David Mitchell, scooped the Award for npower League 1 while Joe Aylett, of Milton Keynes Dons, and Southampton’s, Andrew Gray, - last year’s winner – both received commendations for the surfaces at Stadiluis and St Mary’s.

In npower League 2, Anthony Haywood brought more success to promotion winners Chesterfield with the divisional Award for best groundsman. Bradford City’s, Michael Doyle, and Shrewsbury Town’s, Richard Barnett, were highly commended.

Presented by the Playing Surfaces Committee, the Groundsman of the Year Awards recognise the importance of the quality of pitches and to acknowledge head groundsmen and their staff.

The Awards are determined initially using marks from referees and away managers for each game, and are then followed by detailed pitch inspections and a review of management operations. These visits were carried out in late March and early April.

Tee off in style with Eagle’s top quality timber tee accessories...
Eagle designs and delivers quality golf club reference
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Silent Running for Nick Skelton’s Yard

Showjumping legend Nick Skelton has acquired a Polaris EV-4x4 electric vehicle, to assist with work on his state-of-the-art facility in Warrickshire.

He uses the EV for something everyday whether it’s at feeding time, towing a set of harrows to prepare the school, monitoring the gallops, cleaning up the stables or just general ground care.

Nick makes the point that as it is totally silent and will never backfire it won’t spook the horses. Important when it’s working around some very high value horses and can be used when they are exercising and for a whole variety of tasks throughout the day.

He says the concept of the EV is invaluable and reassuring. At 5 o’clock his horses have the last feed of the day, followed by a late night check.

The ideal time to plug in the EV for its overnight charge, ready for the next working day.

NEW WEBSITE LAUNCH

Greg Evans MG has launched a new website as part of his golf course solutions consultancy which he set a couple of years ago to offer practical advice to golf clubs seeking to improve their product.

Greg said of www.gevengconsulting.com, “The new look website heralds those changing perceptions and confidence in me to deliver a first class product and services which I have proved popular with several clubs is the course audit, where I reviews all aspects of course operations, suggesting areas for improvement which can save money and increase the club’s revenue and profitability.”

Chairman’s Word

National Chairman, Andrew Mellon, gives his thoughts for the month

Moving forward

As you will know (if you read the website and the last magazine) our new CEO Jim Croxton is now in post as of May 31.

Jim’s extensive knowledge of the Golf sector, his managerial and commercial experience will I’m sure be a great asset in ensuring we utilise fully the potential of our members and the great team we have at HQ, and in the field through our Regional Administrators, and Sections.

We were fortunate in having many great candidates to choose from, and Jim was able to demonstrate to the Board, how he had the necessary qualities and leadership to take BIGGA forward.

(Nothing like a little bit of pressure, Jim?) Myself and Sami Collins, on behalf of BIGGA attended a meeting at the Belfry with the Professional Golfers Association (PGA) and The Golf Club Managers Association (GCMA), as the group collectively known as the Golf Club Management Partnership (GCP),

The immediate reaction may be, “Oh, not another group”, but this is not simply a talking shop.

The group’s purpose is to explore positive ways of collaborating between those who represent the majority of people employed to work at Golf Facilities.

That collaboration will seek to ensure that the resources we commit to providing education and other services are used most effectively and that we avoid duplication, especially important in tough economic times such as these.

The added benefit is that each group’s work will benefit the other. If one were to believe the writings in a certain magazine you would have seen Harrogate 2011 portrayed as a failure.

BIGGA wouldn’t be bullied! It’s easy for those sitting on the side, with solely their own commercial interest to consider, not their members, to make such casual unsubstantiated speculative remarks and attempt to force a rash decision.

The facts, as correctly reported by BIGGA, speak for themselves on the outcomes of Harrogate, and the members proved that it was a success.

2012 is already well on the way to being a huge success with bookings very buoyant.

But we are not complacent; we will seek to properly research the correct solutions going forward which will benefit us all in a sustainable manner.

We have spoken with many customers, and there is “no one size fits all” solution, but that makes the continuing work even more important in ensuring we make informed decisions about how to move forward.

We have a very good relationship with IOG, and are actively seeking to recommend each other’s Associations and recognise the value we both bring to our members.

We will continue to collaborate when that is of mutual benefit.

We have a very good relationship with IOG, and are actively seeking to recommend each others’ Associations and recognise the value we both bring to our members.

Our members are the arbiter of our success.

We are currently investigating fully and planning to survey our stakeholder’s, alongside IOG, to ensure we get the necessary information to ensure sensible decisions are made.

Please contact me if you wish to share opinion on this matter.

It will get a hearing at the Board.

Finally, I took advantage of a week off at Easter for a quick break in Cornwall with the family.

It was good to switch off briefly and recharge the batteries for the season ahead, and make sure the kids still recognised me.

amleon@exwood.ac.uk
Tel: 07780 895662